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Tonic
Elegance
unlimited

With a wide choice of opening systems and a modern, harmonious, uncluttered design aesthetic,
Tonic feels at home in any bathroom. Featuring clean, crisp lines, frameless edges and high-quality

The collection

Harmonyin showering

finishes, Tonic offers the comfort and style you’d expect from Ideal Standard. But what sets it apart is
its sheer everyday usability. Tonic shower enclosures are as practical to use as they are desirable to own.

With its exciting blend
of modern, minimalist
design and elegant
luxuriousness, Tonic sets
a new standard in bringing
you a relaxing, indulgent
showering experience
with a real sense of space.
Designed and built with
the highest quality, design
and performance principles,
every Tonic product is fully
guaranteed for two years,
and conforms to all
current EU norms.

Key features of Tonic shower enclosures
These symbols appear throughout the brochure to provide a quick overview
of each enclosure’s features:
Toughened 8mm clear safety glass

IdealClean finish
Makes glass easier to clean – and stay clean for longer

Rise and Fall hinges
Ensure easy opening and a waterproof seal
every time you shower

Horizontal adjustment
Up to 20mm on all models (25mm more thanks
to the additional profile) allows perfect fitting
to out-of-true walls
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Tonic

Everyday

extraordinary

With its minimalist design and
understated elegance, Tonic brings
a touch of timeless, sophisticated
relaxation to your bathroom.

Featuring frameless glass, balanced
detailing and high-quality finishes,
Tonic is undoubtedly luxurious.
But thanks to expert engineering and
construction, it’s practical for everyday
use, with a range of clever features
created to ease installation, cleaning
and maintenance. So all you have
to do is enjoy your shower in style.

Design by
ARTEFAKT was founded in 1989 by
Thomas Fiegl and Achim Pohl and
works in close cooperation with the
international industry. The design team,
comprised of up to 12 designers,
develops product lines within
an overall development process.
Tonic corner entry enclosure
with Ultra Flat shower tray,
Idealrain shower system and
Ceratherm 100 thermostat.
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Tonic S-shaped corner entry
Ideal for an extra-large shower area for a truly outstanding shower experience, the S-shaped corner
entry unit nevertheless makes smart use of space. Its shape is perfect for enabling installation behind
a door, without compromising the usable space inside.

Tonic D-shaped peninsular
The indulgent D-shaped peninsular unit offers unparalleled convenience and openness – and makes
a real statement in your bathroom while taking up minimum wall space. Two hinged doors give
maximum access to an unconfined 180° showering experience.

Tonic S-shaped corner entry
enclosure with S-shaped
shower tray,
Idealrain shower system and
Ceratherm 100 thermostat.

A touch of class
Sleek design and solid, high-quality construction means the handles on Tonic shower
enclosures make a perfect finishing touch.

design
Tonic D-shaped peninsular
enclosure with D-shaped shower
tray, Idealrain shower system
and Ceratherm 100 thermostat.
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Tonic quadrant / offset quadrant
With their curved, harmonious edges these shower enclosures suit almost
any bathroom design. They offer a large showering area even when space
is at a premium, creating a relaxing open environment even in restricted spaces.

functionality
Seal of approval
Innovative Rise and Fall hinges mean you always get
a watertight seal when you take a shower.

Tonic offset quadrant enclosure
with Ultra Flat shower tray,
Idealrain shower system and
Ceratherm 100 thermostat.

Tonic quadrant enclosure
with Tonic shower tray
and Moments Design Totem.

Stability built in
With strong bracing brackets and 8mm
toughened safety glass, Tonic shower
enclosures are extremely stable.
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Tonic corner entry / corner entry with side panels
If you have limited space on either side of your shower cubicle, Tonic corner entry shower enclosures
offer an effective solution. They offer a generous opening into the centre of your bathroom, allowing
easy access to a roomy showering area.

innovation
Perfection is standard
Because walls aren’t always true, we give you up to 20mm
of horizontal adjustment per panel to ensure an ideal fit
(25mm more thanks to the additional profile).

Above
Tonic corner entry enclosure
with Ultra Flat shower tray,
Idealrain shower system and
Ceratherm 100 thermostat.
Right
Tonic corner entry door with
side panel, with Tonic shower tray
and Moments Design Totem.

Think bigger
Tonic side panels mean easier
buying, easier planning and easier
installation. They can be used with
a corner entry unit to create a larger,
more spacious shower enclosure.
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Tonic bath screens
Tonic bath screens offer you all the benefits of both a
shower and a bath without the need for any extra space.
Offering easy access via a large hinged opening, Tonic bath
screens complement any Ideal Standard rectangular bath.
Also available with a convenient integrated towel rail.

functionality
Cleaner for longer
IdealClean treatment, standard across the Tonic
range, repels water and helps prevent the build up
of limescale, making glass easier to clean and
helping it stay clean for longer.

Tonic alcove door
with two fixed panels,
Ultra Flat shower tray,
Idealrain shower system and
Ceratherm 100 thermostat.
Below
Tonic alcove door
with one fixed panel,
Twist shower tray
and Moments Design totem.

Tonic alcove door with fixed panels
Tonic alcove doors are versatile enough to turn even the most
awkward space into a comfortable, spacious showering area.
The pivot door swings open to offer wide access - perfect
for an alcove installation. Alcove doors are available with either one
or two fixed panels to create a larger enclosure of up to 140cm.

Tonic bath screen
with Tonic bathtub and
Moments Design totem.
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Tonic

It’s part of the family

Idealrain
A new dimension in showering:

The modern, minimalist style of Tonic fits perfectly into the complete Ideal Standard range with

maximum performance

a choice of complete solutions to create your ideal showering experience.

and functionality with one
of the flattest handsprays
on the market.

Tonic

(Designed by ARTEFAKT)

The simple shapes and clean,
minimalist lines of these shower
trays add an extra dimension
of space to your bathroom.
(Designed by ARTEFAKT)

Ultra Flat
These low profile shower trays
bring maximum comfort
and sophistication to any
bathroom.
(Designed by ARTEFAKT)

Moments Design
High design meets practical
functionality: five individual
shower zones allow perfect
relaxation every time you
shower.
(Designed by ARTEFAKT)

Twist
Clever, functional design
details and fully recyclable
materials make Twist shower
trays a smart bathroom choice.
(Designed by Nilo Giaocchini)
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Tonic
Corner entry doors
Corner entry doors can be combined with side panels.

Side panel
To be combined with corner entry doors.

L6403EO/L6404EO
L6405EO/L6406EO
L6407EO/L6408EO
L6409EO/L6410EO
L6411EO/L6412EO
L6413EO/L6414EO
L6415EO/L6416EO
L6417EO/L6418EO

L6419EO/L6420EO
L6421EO/L6422EO
L6423EO/L6424EO
L6425EO/L6426EO
L6427EO/L6428EO

Corner
entry door
70cm
75cm
80cm
85cm
90cm
100cm
110cm
120cm

70cm Corner entry door, right/left handed
75cm Corner entry door, right/left handed
80cm Corner entry door, right/left handed
85cm Corner entry door, right/left handed
90cm Corner entry door, right/left handed
100cm Corner entry door, right/left handed
110cm Corner entry door, right/left handed
120cm Corner entry door, right/left handed

A

B

Adjustment

*

675
765
765
810
880
880
1000
1000

480
530
530
580
630
630
730
730

660/680
710/730
760/780
810/830
860/880
960/980
1060/1080
1160/1180

680/700
730/750
780/800
830/850
880/900
980/1000
1080/1100
1180/1200

Quadrant

Side
panel
70cm
75cm
80cm
85cm
90cm

70cm Side panel, right/left handed
75cm Side panel, right/left handed
80cm Side panel, right/left handed
85cm Side panel, right/left handed
90cm Side panel, right/left handed

Adjustment

*

660/680
710/730
760/780
810/830
860/880

680/700
730/750
780/800
830/850
880/900

Offset quadrant

L6429EO
L6432EO
L6435EO

80x80cm Quadrant enclosure, unhanded
90x90cm Quadrant enclosure, unhanded
100x100cm Quadrant enclosure, unhanded

Quadrant

A

B

Adjustment

*

80x80cm
90x90cm
100x100cm

845
845
845

460
460
460

760/780
860/880
960/980

780/800
880/900
980/1000

L6438EO/L6441EO
L6444EO/L6447EO
L6450EO/L6453EO
Offset
quadrant
80x100cm
80x120cm
90x70cm

80x100cm Offset quadrant, right/left handed
80x120cm Offset quadrant, right/left handed
90x70cm Offset quadrant, right/left handed

A

B

620
620
620

620
620
620

Adjustment

*

760/780 - 960/980 780/800 - 980/1000
760/780 - 1160/1180 780/800 - 1180/1200
860/880 - 660/680 880/900 - 680/700
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Tonic
Alcove door with one fixed panel (niche installation)

S-shaped corner entry

L6462EO/L6463EO
L6464EO/L6465EO
L6466EO/L6467EO
L6456EO/L6457EO

L6474EO/L6477EO

Alcove door with
1 fixed panel
80cm
85cm
90cm
95cm

80cm Alcove door with one fixed panel, right/left handed
85cm Alcove door with one fixed panel, right/left handed
90cm Alcove door with one fixed panel, right/left handed
95cm Alcove door with one fixed panel, right/left handed

A

B

Adjustment

**

480
530
580
630

480
530
580
630

760/800
810/850
860/900
910/950

760/800
810/850
860/900
910/950

S-shaped
corner entry
Right handed
Left handed

65x81.5x122cm S-shaped corner entry enclosure, right/left
handed

A

B

720
720

730
730

Adjustment

*

1180/1200 - 620/640 1200/1220 - 640/655
1180/1200 - 620/640 1200/1220 - 640/655

D-shaped peninsular
L6480EO
D-shaped
peninsular
80x90cm

80x90cm D-shaped peninsular, unhanded
A

B

Adjustment

*

850

630

760/780

780/800

Alcove door with two fixed panels (niche installation)
L6468EO/L6469EO
L6470EO/L6471EO
L6472EO/L6473EO
Alcove door with
2 fixed panels
100cm
120cm
140cm

100cm Alcove door with two fixed panels, right/left handed
120cm Alcove door with two fixed panels, right/left handed
140cm Alcove door with two fixed panels, right/left handed

A

B

Adjustment

**

680
680
680

680
680
680

960/1000
1160/1200
1360/1400

960/1000
1160/1200
1360/1400

Bath screen
Compatible with any Ideal Standard rectangular bath.
Bath screen height 150cm.
Fixed panel width 30cm, movable panel width 60cm.
L6483EO/L6484EO
L6485EO/L6486EO

90cm Bath screen, right/left handed
90cm Bath screen with integrated towel rail, right/left handed

Height Tonic shower enclosures 200mm. All models with clear glass panels. IdealClean on all models. Horizontal adjustment of up to 20mm on all models
(25mm thanks to the additional wall profile - LV959EO). * Shower trays with real dimensions between. ** Alcove with real dimension between.
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